
Fast growth of green bonds & daughters

Benefits of a 
simple concept

For investors: 
- Client demand
- Value protection

For issuers:
- New investors
- Reputational
- “Greenium”
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Thematic range



First set of activities (from the first Delegated Acts that cover climate change mitigation & adaptation objectives)

EU Taxonomy

ICT

Buildings
New, existing + renovations
Supply chain / SMEs

Manufacturing
Transitions
Components
Aluminium, Steel, 
Concrete, Plastics

Electricity generation
Solar, wind, geothermal, hydro

Grids, transmission, electricity storage
CCS Storage. Nuclear? Gas?

Transport
Very low emissions, to zero tailpipe by 

2025: electric, hydrogen

Forestry 
Maintaining & improving 

carbon performance

Activites were prioritized as 
these sectors are 

responsible 

FOR OVER 80% 
of direct greenhouse gas 

emissions in the EU

Energy efficiency, adaptation
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More activities are currently considered by the Platform to be included in future delegated acts



Taxomania



Transitions

1. In line with 1.5 degree 
trajectory
All goals and pathways need to
align with zero carbon by 2050
and nearly halving emissions by 
2030.
2. Established by science
All goals and pathways must be 
led by scientific experts and be
harmonised across countries.

3. Offsets don’t count
Credible transition goals and 
pathways don’t count offsets, but 
should count upstream scope 3 
emissions.

4. Technological viability trumps 
economic competitiveness
Pathways must include an assessment of 
current and expected technologies. 
Where a viable technology exists, even if 
relatively expensive, it should be used to
determine the decarbonisation pathway 
for that economic activity.

5. Action not pledges
A credible transition is backed by 
operating metrics rather than a 
commitment/pledge to follow a transition 
pathway at some point in the future. In 
other words, this is NOT a transition to a 
transition.
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